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ABSTRACT: In this work, MXene films incorporating cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) with a spider-web-like structure were fabricated
using a facile vacuum-assisted filtration method. The CNFs significantly improved the flexibility and stability of the MXene
membranes. The resulting composites functioned well as electrodes and friction layers in triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs)
when paired with either polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) as an electropositive material or nylon as an electronegative material. A
membrane containing 20 wt % CNFs in conjunction with PTFE was extremely effective during the prolonged operation of a TENGs,
generating an output voltage in excess of 1120 V at a frequency of 3.5 Hz. The surface charge density of this device was as high as
100 μC m−2. When paired with nylon, the MXene/CNF film produced a surface charge density of over 60 μC m−2. The
microstructures on the rough surface of these membranes, together with the presence of −F and other polar terminations on the
MXene, are responsible for the high performance of the nanocomposite. This work demonstrates that MXenes are not necessarily
equivalent to PTFE within the triboelectric series and suggests that the MXene-based friction layer could greatly enhance the
performance of TENGs.
KEYWORDS: triboelectric material, nanogenerator, MXene, cellulose nanofiber, nanocomposite

1. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides,
also known as MXenes, have recently attracted a great deal of
interest in the fields of energy,1 environmental,2 and
biomedical research.3 The unique structures and intriguing
physicochemical properties of MXenes are distinct from those
of other 2D materials, such as graphene, black phosphorous,4

tellurene,5 and multiphase transition-metal dichalcogenides.6

As an example, MXenes are highly conductive and are thus
able to act as effective conductive fillers in polymer matrices
and as solid or liquid electrodes in energy harvesting devices.
MXenes also possess abundant surface functional groups, such
as highly electronegative fluorine (F) atoms that originate from
the use of HF during the preparation of these materials. The
presence of polar hydroxy (−OH) groups and −O atoms on
MXene nanosheets also allows these materials to exhibit
adjustable hydrophilicity and polarity. It is also possible to
employ 2D MXenes as building blocks to assemble three-

dimensional (3D) films,7−9 hydrogels,10 aerogels,11−14 and
fibers,15 either with or without other one-dimensional (1D) or
2D components. These 3D MXenes can display multiple
functionalities, including high electrical conductivity, excellent
thermal conductivity, compressibility, porosity, and even
optoelectronic responses.

Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) have emerged as a
promising energy harvesting technology over the past
decade,16−19 as these devices can allow various sources of
mechanical energy to be effectively converted into electric-
ity.20−22 This technology has numerous applications in self-
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powered systems,23−25 biomedical sensors,26,27 and intelligent
tactile units.28−30 As a consequence of the many advantages of
MXenes noted above, there has also been many efforts devoted
to developing MXene-based TENGs.31−33 The first attempt to
fabricate TENGs from MXenes was reported by Yury’s group
in 2017.34 This prior work showed that MXenes spray-coated
onto glass substrates had triboelectric characteristics similar to
those of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and so did not
generate an output voltage when combined with electro-
negative PTFE in a single-electrode configuration. Yury
suggested that these two materials may appear at the same
location in the triboelectric series as a consequence of the
surface −F atoms on both. MXenes were also found to
function as an electronegative friction layer and as a conductive
layer (i.e., an electrode). To date, MXenes have been primarily
employed as conductive nanofillers to increase the conductivity
or dielectric permittivity of polymers, and MXene-enhanced
polymers have applications as high-performance friction layers.
Examples include MXene/polymer electrospun nanofib-
ers35−39 and MXene/elastomer composites.40,41 MXenes
have also been utilized as electrodes in TENGs. As an
example, Ma’s group reported a stretchable TENG fabricated
from 1D cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) integrated with an
MXene dispersion as a liquid electrode in conjunction with
standard silicon rubber as a triboelectrification layer.42

However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been few
studies of pure MXenes or MXene-rich composites that
simultaneously act as effective electrodes and triboelectrifica-
tion layers (having electronegative or even electropositive
characteristics) for high-performance output.43−45 Such
investigations could be helpful by precisely locating MXenes
in the triboelectric series.

The present work reports the flexible MXene films modified
with spider-web-like CNFs to construct high-performance
TENGs. These materials were prepared using a facile vacuum-
assisted filtration (VAF) strategy and functioned as both highly
conductive electrodes and robust friction layers with variable
electronegativity in MXene-based TENGs. Results show that
when paired with electronegative PTFE, MXene/CNF films
containing 80 wt % MXenes were found to be electropositive
and to generate output voltages of up to 1120 V at 3.5 Hz, with
a charge density of approximately 100 μC m−2. In contrast,
when paired with electropositive nylon 6, these materials were
determined to be electronegative and gave a voltage of over
650 V. The addition of CNFs was also shown to improve the
mechanical properties of MXene films to ensure robust, long-
lived, and stable friction materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Fabrication of CNFs. The CNFs were fabricated using a

modification of a previously developed method.46 Briefly, clean and
dried garlic husks (5 g) were cut into small pieces and then added to
an aqueous NaOH solution (200 g, 2.0 wt %) at room temperature.
This dispersion was subsequently subjected to a hydrothermal
treatment at 140 °C for 5 h after which the solid product was
captured by centrifugation and then washed with water until the wash
water was neutral. The resulting solid was oxidized in a mixture of
aqueous solutions of NaClO and H2SO4 (NaClO: 300 g, 1.5 wt %;
H2SO4: 200 g, 2.0 wt %) with heating at 80 °C for 6 h. During this
reaction, the dispersion changed to a light yellow-green color. The
dispersion was cooled and then sonicated for 1 h at 10 °C using a
power level of 750 W, after which high-speed mixing was applied at
7000 rpm for 1 h while cooling the sample with a flow of water.
Subsequent to these procedures, inorganic ions and residual acid were

removed via a 5 days dialysis process in deionized water. This series of
treatments provided a colloidal dispersion of CNFs with a
concentration of 2.0 mg/mL as determined by filtration and weighing.
2.2. Preparation of 2D MXene Nanosheets. The 2D MXene

nanosheets were prepared in several stages. Initially, a quantity of
MAX Ti3AlC2 (2 g) was slowly added to an aqueous solution of HCl
(40 mL, 9 M) containing LiF (2 g) at room temperature with stirring
at 400 rpm for 30 min. This mixture was then heated at 40 °C for 24
h, after which the etched MAX was recovered by centrifugation and
washed with water until the pH of the wash water was approximately
6. The multilayered Ti3C2Tx (M-Ti3C2Tx) obtained from the
procedure described above was intercalated in ethanol for 30 min
at a sonication power of 750 W, followed by centrifugation at 9800
rpm to collect the product. Residual ethanol was removed by a single
wash with water (40 mL) followed by centrifugation at the same
speed. A single wash was applied because repeated washing cycles
tended to exfoliate the M-Ti3C2Tx such that it became more difficult
to separate from the water. The collected M-Ti3C2Tx was mixed with
deionized water (20 mL) and subsequently sonicated for 10 min. To
obtain a larger yield, the tube was continuously agitated by hand
during the sonication process. This dispersion was then centrifuged at
3500 rpm for 10 min to collect the d-MXene nanosheets. Repeating
the above sonification−centrifugation process was found to provide
higher yields. Based on filtration and weighing, the concentration of
MXenes was determined to be 2.6 mg/mL.
2.3. Preparation of MXene/CNF Films. In a typical trial, an

MXene/CNF composite film was prepared using a vacuum-assisted
filtration method. Briefly, different volumes of a MXene dispersion
and a CNF dispersion were combined and thoroughly mixed using an
oscillator at room temperature. Following this, the mixture was
filtered through a porous mixed cellulose ester membrane to produce
a film that was then dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C. The amounts of
the two solutions were varied to give films with MXene/CNF mass
ratios of 20:80, 40:60, 60:40, or 80:20. As control samples, both neat
MXenes and neat CNF membranes were also fabricated by a similar
method.
2.4. Characterization of MXene Films. The morphology of

each 2D MXene film was investigated by transmission electron
microscopy (FEI Tecnai G2 F30 and JEM-1230) and by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi, SU800). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy was conducted using a PHI-5000
VersaProbe II (ULVAC-PHI) instrument with monochromatic Al
Kα radiation. Raman measurements (machine model, Horiba
LabRAM HR800) were performed at room temperature with an
excitation wavelength of 532 nm. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns
were obtained using a BrukerD8 instrument with a scanning speed of
1°/min. The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker
Tensor) instrument was applied to detect the physical interactions of
samples. The mechanical properties of the MXene membranes were
ascertained using an Instron instrument (model 5966) at a strain rate
of 0.05 mm/s. At least three samples were tested and average values
are reported. The electrical properties of specimens were determined
using a four-point probe instrument. The surface roughness of
samples was evaluated using a white light scanning interferometer
(ContourGT-K, Bruker, Germany). The water contact angle (WCA)
of each sample was determined using a DSA100 machine (Data-
Physics, Germany) at ambient temperature. Five positions on each
sample were measured, averaged, and reported as the contact angle.
2.5. Measurements of the Basic Performance of TENGs. A

digital oscilloscope (ZLG, ZDS2024B Plus) was employed to measure
the output voltages of TENG specimens via a 100 MΩ oscilloscope
probe. The short-circuit current was determined using a low-noise
current preamplifier (Stanford, SR570), while the transferred charge
was measured by charging a 0.1 μF capacitor. Periodic mechanical
stimuli applied to the TENGs were generated by a linear direct
current motor (Tianli Motor Co., 5GU-15KB).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of MXene/CNF

Membranes. In this study, 2D MXene nanosheets were
prepared by a chemical exfoliation method, as illustrated in
Figure 1a, and so were terminated by abundant polar surface
groups, such as −F, −OH, and −O. These polar groups can
cause the MXene surface to be positively or negatively charged,
which is determined by references. These nanosheets had
lateral dimensions of several micrometers (Figure 1b), and
larger MXenes such as these tend to exhibit good film-forming
properties. CNFs were fabricated using a multistep strategy
and exhibited a unique spider-web-like morphology with a
highly entangled structure containing many micro- or nano-
scale holes, as shown in Figure 1c,d. These structures were very

different from the typical individual 1D morphologies of
CNFs.46 Inorganic MXene nanosheets normally show metal-
like conductivity but are physically weak when assembled into
films. In contrast, organic CNFs are ductile and flexible but are
electrically insulating. It was therefore expected that the
integration of CNFs into MXene films might provide materials
with improved mechanical properties while still maintaining
excellent conductivity. A standard VAF method was used to
construct MXene/CNF composite films, as illustrated in
Figure 1a. The resulting membranes (Figure 1e) were
sufficiently flexible such that they could be folded into the
shape of a plane without cracking (Figure 1e) and could still
preserve excellent electrical property even after several

Figure 1. (a) Scheme illustrating the preparation of 2D MXene nanosheets, spider-web-like CNFs, and MXene/CNF composite films. (b)
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of an individual 2D MXene nanosheet. (c and d) TEM images of the CNFs. (e) Photographic
images of an MXene/CNF film with 80 wt % MXene produced using VAF over top of the Shenzhen University logo and a film specimen before
and after being folded into the shape of a paper plane.
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thousands of folding (Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information).

The morphologies of the neat CNFs, neat MXenes, and the
various composite films produced using different mass ratios
are presented in Figure 2. Figure 2a (left) demonstrates that

Figure 2. Morphological characterization of MXene/CNF composite films and their components. TEM images showing the surface and cross-
section morphologies of a neat MXene film (a), a neat CNF film (b), and MXene/CNF films containing 80, 60, and 20 wt % MXenes (c and d).

Figure 3. Structure and property characterization of MXene/CNF composite films and their components. (a) Electrical properties. (b, c)
Mechanical properties. (d) FTIR spectrum. (e) XRD patterns. (f) Raman spectrum.
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the neat MXene membrane had a wave-like undulating surface
structure, as can be seen in the area within the yellow box. This
result is attributed to the extrusion effect applied to the
individual MXene nanosheets as they were stacked vertically
during the filtration process and suggests a high degree of
flexibility. This structure provided some degree of surface
roughness, although the neat MXene film also contained a
relatively flat region as indicated by the red box. The stacking
of these MXene nanosheets can be observed in Figure 2a
(middle), which presents a higher-magnification image.
Typical layer-by-layer stacking in the neat MXene film is also
apparent in the corresponding cross-sectional image in Figure
2a (right). In contrast, the neat CNF film exhibited an
aggregated surface morphology (Figure 2b, left and middle)
and a layer-like cross-section as a consequence of the spider-
web-like structure (Figure 2b, right). Because of this structure,
the filtration times of the neat CNF sample and of the MXene/
CNF mixtures with low MXene contents (less than 10 wt %)
were very short (less than 5 s for a 10 mL volume), indicating
the potential for mass production. The MXene film containing
80 wt % MXenes was found to have a much rougher surface, as
indicated by the clear wrinkles that can be observed on the
individual MXene surfaces in Figure 2c. Similar structures were
apparent on the specimens made with 60 and 20 wt %
MXenes, as presented in Figure 2c. The MXene nanosheets
were thin but wide, while the CNFs were relatively thick and

porous (Figure 1c). During the VAF process, a vertical force
was applied to the films that resulted in physical interactions
between the components of the dispersion, so that they were
stacked on one another in the vertical direction. This effect was
responsible for the relatively rough surfaces of the MXene/
CNF films. Figure 2d demonstrates that the distances between
MXene nanosheets in the MXene/CNF films were also
increased by the intercalation of the CNFs. In addition, the
relatively irregular fracture morphology of the MXene/CNF
film in Figure 2d suggests ductile rupture behavior based on
strong physical interactions between the MXene nanosheets
and CNFs.

The MXene/CNF ratio in the films had a pronounced effect
on the electrical and mechanical properties of these materials.
As shown in Figure 3a, the resistivity values of the films
gradually decreased with increases in the MXene content,
reaching a plateau at 60 wt % related to an electrical
percolation threshold. Figure 3b,c demonstrates that the neat
MXene film crumbled when drawn, with an extremely low
elongation at break (1.2%) and a low tensile strength at break
(1.5 MPa). The neat CNF film was both more flexible (26.8%)
and stronger (22.8 MPa), and the addition of CNFs to the
MXene films therefore improved the strain and tensile strength
of these materials. Considering its slightly lower resistivity than
those of MXene/CNF films (∼40 mΩ·cm for 60 wt % MXenes
and ∼230 mΩ·cm for 40 wt % MXenes) and the obviously

Figure 4. Surface topography and wetting behaviors of MXene films, CNF films, and their composite films. 3D height profiles of CNFs (a),
MXene/CNF films with 20 wt % MXenes (b), 40 wt % MXenes (c), 60 wt % (d), 80 wt % (e), and MXene films (f). (g) Corresponding height
profiles along the black line indicated. (h) Corresponding values of average roughness (Ra) and root mean square roughness (Rq) obtained from
their 3D images. (i) Surface water contact angle (WCA) of various MXene/CNF films as a function of MXene content.
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increased ductility than that of the neat MXene film, an 80 wt
% MXene sample (∼24 mΩ·cm) was then selected for the
fabrication of conductive layers and friction layers in the
following TENG section. The physical interaction between
MXenes and CNFs was evaluated using the FTIR spectrum in
Figure 3d. MXenes have several surface functional groups,
including −OH at 3177 cm−1, carbonyl −C�O at 1615 cm−1,
and C−O at 1063 cm−1. The −OH groups from MXenes show
a broad absorption. In contrast, CNFs show strong and sharp
absorption peaks of −OH and C�O groups at 3120 and 1626
cm−1, respectively, together with the C−H and C−O strength
vibrations at 2921 and 1064 cm−1. In the cases of MXene/
CNF films, with increasing MXene contents, the intensity of
peaks assigned to −OH and C�O groups gradually decreased,
companied by the broadening of half peak width (HPW) and

the shift of wavelength to the middle between MXenes and
CNFs. This observation suggests the possible interactions of
−OH with C�O groups between MXenes and CNFs, i.e.,
hydrogen bonding interaction, which can well explain the
improvement of mechanical properties of MXenes by adding
CNFs (Figures 2d and 3b,3c). It should be noted that −F
groups at the MXene surfaces may also contribute to the
physical interactions between MXenes and CNFs by forming
−F−H−O hydrogen bonds. The crystalline structures of the
resultant MXene film, CNF film, and their composite films
were evaluated by comparing their corresponding XRD
patterns, as shown in Figures 3e and S2 in the supporting
information. It is shown that the typical diffraction angle
assigned to the (002) plane (Figure 3e) for MXenes decreased
with the addition of CNFs in the MXene/CNF composite

Figure 5. (a) Structure of the present MXene-based TENGs. (b) X-ray photoelectron spectra of specimens. Output voltages obtained from
MXene/CNF−PTFE TENG devices (c) at various frequencies and (d) at a fixed frequency of 3.5 Hz. Output voltages obtained from MXene/
CNF−nylon TENG devices (e) at various frequencies and (f) at a fixed frequency of 3.5 Hz.
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films. Besides, the (004) and (006) planes47 (Figure S2) of
MXenes also gradually become weak in the MXene/CNF
composite films. This suggests an increased interlayer spacing
of MXene sheets by integration of CNF components. Figure 3f
shows the Raman spectrum of samples. The neat MXene film
presents typical vibrational peaks at 200 and 722 cm−1,
assigned to the A1g modes of Ti3C2O2, and at 287 and 625
cm−1 attributed to the Eg modes of Ti3C2(OH)2 and
Ti3C2F2,

48 respectively. The additional peaks at 370 and 575
cm−1 also correspond to the Eg vibration MXene. These peaks
indicate the presence of the termination groups of −O, −OH,
and −F on the MXene surface.49 The clear G-band at 1557
cm−1 with a weak D-band can also be observed for MXene
films. As for neat CNF films, a strong and sharp peak at 1096
cm−1 can be ascribed to the C−O ring and/or C−O−C
glycosidic bond stretching of the CNFs.50 In the cases of
MXene/CNF films, the main vibration signals of MXenes can
be observed, while the Raman signal from CNFs was
indistinguishable. Besides, the G-band of MXenes, assigned
to the graphite backbone (ordered sp2 carbons), shows a blue
shift with addition of CNFs, indicating an effective interaction
between MXenes and CNFs.

Figure 4 illustrates the surface roughness of MXene/CNF
films. A random surface area of 478 × 358 μm2 was chosen in
each sample. The typical 3D height profiles of each sample are
shown in Figure 4a−f, which show that these VAF-induced
films have a certain roughness, although they exhibit
macroscopically smooth surfaces. By measuring the height
vibration of the line indicated, the roughness of each sample
can be qualitatively evaluated. As shown in Figure 4g,
compared with the neat CNF film, neat MXene films present
a slightly larger roughness, reflected by a higher span in height
fluctuation. This is good in agreement with the wrinkled
surface morphology of the neat MXene film. The largest
roughness of MXene/CNF films was found in the case with 80
wt % MXene content, according to Figure 4e,g, with a clear
height vibration. The calculated average roughness (Ra) and
root mean square roughness (Rq) of MXene−CNF-based
specimens are plotted in Figure 4h, as a function of MXene
contents.

Both the two highest roughness parameters were found in
the case of MXene/CNFs with 80 wt % content. The water
contact angles (WCAs) of the samples in Figure 4i indicate
that the MXene film, CNF film, and MXene/CNF composite
films are all hydrophilic with WCA values not suppressing 90°,
which may be a compromised result of their surface functional
groups and surface roughness.
3.2. Characterization of TENGs. Yury’s group first

reported the concept of spin-coating MXenes to construct
TENGs34 and showed that a Ti3C2Tx-based MXene was both
electronegative and very similar to PTTE in electronegativity.
As a result, when acting as a friction layer, the MXene did not
generate a voltage output in the PTFE. Zhai et al. used VAF-
induced double component MXene films as the friction layer
to pair with Nylon and the resultant TENGs show poor output
performance. And their MXene films may exhibit insufficient
mechanical properties to act as an electrode.44 However, in the
present study, MXene films made using VAF with or without
CNFs were found to function both as effective electrodes and
as stable friction layers in TENGs. The neat MXene film and
the various MXene/CNF films were paired with PTFE or
nylon 6 as electropositive and electronegative counterparts,
respectively, to fabricate TENGs in contact-separation mode

(Figure 5a). Characterization by X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy was used to evaluate the presence of F on the surfaces
of the MXene-based films and the PTFE. As demonstrated in
Figure 5b, the PTFE spectrum contained a more intense F
peak at a higher binding energy compared with the peaks in the
spectra of the MXene-based films. These results strongly
suggest that the concentrations and polarities of the −F groups
differed between the PTFE and the various MXene specimens,
which was the basic concept used to construct the MXene-
PTFE TENGs. Figure 5c summarizes the performances of
TENGs based on neat MXene, neat CNF, and MXene/CNF
films paired with PTFE. These data confirm that both the neat
CNF and neat MXene membranes were able to serve as
friction layers with PTFE to produce high voltages. As an
example, the CNF−PTFE TENG generated a voltage of 700 V
at a frequency of 3.5 Hz (Figure 5c). This result was not
unexpected because the CNF membrane exhibited surface
roughness and was electropositive in terms of the triboelectric
series. However, it was surprising to find that the neat MXene-
based membrane also functioned as a friction layer with PTFE
and was able to generate a high output voltage of up to 1200 V
(Figure 5c). Importantly, this voltage was considerably larger
than that obtained using the neat CNF. It is also noted that
MXenes are typically regarded as electronegative materials
because of the abundant −F and −OH terminal groups on
their surfaces and so would not be expected to generate a
voltage when paired with a compact PTFE film.34 In the case
of the present work, two factors may explain this discrepancy.
Compared with MXenes sprayed onto indium tin oxide glass in
Yury’s report,34 the present MXene membranes manufactured
using VAF likely had much rougher surfaces, as can be seen in
Figure 2a. In addition, although the surfaces of the MXene
made in this research had numerous −F and oxygen-containing
groups, these materials were found to differ from PTFE in
terms of polarity and electronegativity, as shown in Figure 5b.
In fact, the neat MXene film made in this work was
electropositive relative to PTFE.

Although it is of interest that the neat MXene film was able
to function as an electropositive triboelectrification layer in a
TENG, this material did exhibit peeling in response to friction,
especially during prolonged usage. This effect was possibly a
result of the rigidity of the inorganic MXene film. For this
reason, the spider-web-like CNFs were integrated into the
films to improve the stability of the MXene as a friction layer,
with MXene/CNF mass-based ratios of 80:20, 60:40, 40:60,
and 20:80. In the case of the 80:20 sample, a slightly decreased
voltage of 1120 V was obtained at 3.5 Hz (Figure 5d)
compared with that produced by the neat MXene membrane.
Further increasing the CNF content in the membrane to 40,
60, and 80 wt % resulted in additional slight decreases in the
output voltage, which remained above 950 V (Figure 5d). The
addition of CNFs to the MXene also significantly improved the
ductility of the material while greatly reducing the peeling
effect. These results confirmed that incorporating CNFs
enhanced the mechanical properties of the MXene membranes
while maintaining their initial high output performance.

The performances of MXene/CNF−PTFE TENGs at 1.0,
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 Hz were also assessed, with the results
provided in Figure 5c. The 80:20 specimen showed a gradual
increase in voltage with increases in frequency and this trend
was also exhibited by the other MXene/CNF samples. These
data provided further evidence that the neat MXene and
MXene/CNF membranes were able to work as effective
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friction layers to generate high output voltages when combined
with PTFE film. Based on the above results, it can be
concluded that neat MXene and MXene/CNF films have
potential as electropositive triboelectrification layers as well as
electrodes in TENGs.

As shown in Figure 5e, both neat MXene and MXene/CNF
membranes could also be used as electronegative materials to
construct TENGs in conjunction with electropositive nylon
material. In these trials, neat MXene and neat CNF films
produced output voltages of 440 and 376 V at 3.5 Hz,
respectively (Figure 5e), and this voltage was increased when
using the MXene/CNF membranes. The highest voltage value
was observed in trials with the sample having a 60% MXene
content. It was also determined that this sample continued to
exhibit the highest output voltage at all frequencies (Figure
5e,f). From these results, it is apparent that the neat MXene

and MXene/CNF membranes produced using VAF were able
to act as both electropositive and electronegative friction
materials when paired with PTFE and nylon, respectively. As
to the short-circuit currents, they showed similar trends to the
output voltages. Figure S3 in the supporting information shows
the short-circuit currents of the TENGs at a fixed frequency of
3.5 Hz.

The output performance of the MXene/CNF TENG
containing the 80:20 membrane was assessed, with the results
presented in Figure 6. When incorporating PTFE, this device
showed increases in both the output voltage (Figure 6a) and
current (Figure 6b) as the applied frequency was raised from 1
to 3.5 Hz. Similarly, when using nylon as the opposing friction
layer, both the output voltage (Figure 6d) and current (Figure
6e) increased along with the frequency. However, the MXene/
CNF (80:20) membrane was found to be much more effective

Figure 6. Output performances (including voltage, current, and surface charge density) of TENGs based on an MXene/CNF (80:20) film paired
with (a, b, and c) PTFE or (d−f) nylon.
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when integrated with PTFE compared with nylon. When using
PTFE, a maximum output voltage of 1120 V and a current of
25 μA were obtained at 3.5 Hz, which were far higher than the
values of 650 V and 16 μA observed with nylon. Importantly,
the MXene/CNF−PTFE TENG also exhibited a higher
surface charge density (Δσsc) than that of an MXene/CNF−
nylon TENG. As an example, a high Δσsc value of 100 μC m−2

was obtained with the MXene/CNF−PTFE TENG (Figure
6c) relative to the value of 60 μC m−2 for the MXene/CNF−
nylon TENG (Figure 6f). These data confirm the superiority
of MXene/CNFs as electropositive friction layers in TENGs.
The output performances of the TENGs using MXenes/CNFs
(60:40) paired with PTFE and nylon were characterized as
well. The results are illustrated in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information. 60 wt % MXene/CNF−PTFE TENG also shows
higher outputs than 60 wt % MXene/CNF−nylon TENG. But
the difference is smaller than the 80 wt % ones. The surface
charge density of 60 wt % MXene/CNF−PTFE TENG is 86
μC m−2. For 60 wt % MXene/CNF−nylon TENG, the value is

70 μC m−2, which is in the middle of the 80 wt % MXene/
CNF TENGs’ surface charge density.

The power density and root mean square (RMS) power
density of the TENG incorporating the MXene/CNF (80:20)
film were also measured. Figure 7a shows that the PTFE-based
TENG exhibited a gradual increase in power density as the
external resistance was increased. The value reached a
maximum of 6.25 W/m2 at 33 MΩ followed by a decrease
with further increase in the external resistance. A similar trend
was also found in the case of the MXene/CNF−nylon TENG,
but with a lower maximum power density of 5.39 W/m2 at the
same external resistance. Figure 7b indicates positive
correlations of the calculated RMS power density values of
the two TENGs with resistance. The maximum values were
determined to be 183 mW m−2 for the PTFE-paired TENG
and 78.9 mW m−2 at 90.9 MΩ for the nylon-paired TENG. As
to the 60 wt % MXene/CNF TENGs, the RMS power density
reached 144 mW m−2 when paired with PTFE and 110 mW
m−2 when paired with nylon (Figure S5 in the supporting

Figure 7. (a) Power density and (b) RMS power density data for TENGs based on MXene/CNF (80:20) films under different load resistors. The
stability of the output voltage obtained from (c) MXene/CNF (80:20)−nylon TENG and (d) MXene/CNF (80:20)−PTFE TENG devices at a
fixed frequency of 2.5 Hz. Charge performances of (e) MXene/CNF (80:20)−PTFE TENG and (f) MXene/CNF (80:20)−nylon TENG devices.
(g) Data for charging of a commercial electronic watch using an MXene/CNF (80:20)−PTFE TENG.
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information). The durability of each of the two MXene−CNF-
based TENGs was also evaluated (Figure 7c,d). Both devices
continued to generate stable output voltages even after 7000
cycles, indicating excellent durability and stability. The charge
performance of the TENG made with the MXene/CNF
(80:20) film was also ascertained. This device had a higher
charging ability (Figure 7e) as indicated by a greater rate
(higher slope) and increased charge capacitance compared
with the MXene/CNF (80:20)−nylon TENG (Figure 7f).
Furthermore, the MXene/CNF (80:20)−PTFE TENG was
able to charge a 47 μF capacitor to approximately 1.5 V and so
successfully power a commercial electronic watch (Figure 7g).
Since the composite film exhibits good flexibility and
conformability, we further performed an application using an
80 wt % MXene/CNF−PTFE TENG as a wearable active
sensor for gesture recognition. As it is shown in Figure S6 in
the Supporting Information, a 5 × 2 cm2 sized TENG was
attached to an adult’s finger. The output voltage of the TENG
varied when the knuckle bent at different angles. A gradual
increase in the voltage can be observed as the angle was
enlarged from 30 to 120°.
3.3. Comparison of Device Conformations and

Output Performance. Table 1 shows the comparison of
device conformation and output performance of our MXene/
CNF−PTFE and MXene/CNF−nylon TENGs with other
previously reported MXene or MXene−CNF-based TENGs.
In terms of device structures, the VAF-induced-layered
MXene/CNF films in this work can both act as positive or
negative friction layers and effective electrodes, which
distinguish from other MXene/polymer systems, including
spin-coating films40 and electrospun nanofibers36−38 that were
only used as friction layers. The alternated MXene films were
previously used as friction layers but their mechanical
properties were too weak to be used effectively as electrodes.44

It is noted that similar MXene−CNF−aerogel−PVDF45 and
MXene−CNF-film−PTFE43 had also been reported. However,
the former was not conductive to be an electrode,45 and the
effective work of the latter lies on a PDMS substrate.43 The
above discussion indicates that our MXene/CNF TENGs not
only have shown advantages of device conformation (effective

electrodes, robust friction layers, and high flexibility) but also
exhibited comparable as well as stable output perform-
ances,43,44 which is very promising for practical energy
harvesting.

4. CONCLUSIONS
MXene/CNF composite membranes, paired with either PTFE
or nylon, were shown to function as high-performance friction
materials in TENGs. The introduction of CNFs having a
unique spider-web-like 1D morphology significantly improved
the durability, stability, and even surface roughness of MXene
films. The abundant wrinkles on the MXene surfaces
originating from vacuum-assisted filtration, together with the
various surface polar groups, allowed the MXene/CNF
composites to act as either positive or negative friction layers
in TENGs. The MXene/CNF (80:20)−PTFE−TENG system
provided an output voltage of over 1120 V at a frequency of
3.5 Hz and a surface charge density of 100 μC m−2, exceeding
the values of 650 V and 60 μC m−2 for the MXene/CNF
(80:20)−nylon−TENG counterpart. This result reveals the
superiority of MXene/CNF films as the triboelectrically
positive friction layer in TENGs. Similar conclusions were
reached using specimens made in a variety of proportions of
the MXene. The MXene/CNF-based TENGs also possessed
excellent long-term stability for practical applications.
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.2c10551.

Resistance variation of the MXene/CNF (80:20)
composite film before and after folding 1000, 2000,
and 3000 times; XRD patterns of MXenes, CNFs, and
their composite films; short-circuit currents of the
TENG devices at a fixed frequency of 3.5 Hz; the
output performances (including voltage, current, and
surface charge density) of TENGs based on an MXene/
CNF (60:40) film paired with PTFE or nylon; RMS
power density of TENGs with the MXene/CNF (60:40)
composite film under different load resistors; demon-

Table 1. Comparison of Device Conformation and Output Performance of Our MXene-/CNF-Based TENGs With the Similar
Ones Recently Reported

MXene-based
composites form counter layer

acted as
friction
layer

positive/
negative

acted as
electrodes

voltage
(V)

current
density

(μA cm−2)

power
density

(mW m−2)

surface charge
density

(μC m−2) ref

MXene/CNFs VAF films PTFE yes positive yes ∼1120 ∼2.23 ∼6250 ∼100 this
work

MXene/CNFs VAF films nylon yes negative yes ∼650 ∼1.43 ∼5390 ∼60 this
work

porous PDMS/
MXene

spin-coating film paper yes negative no ∼119 ∼2.75 ∼609 not given 40

PVA/MXene
nanofiber film

electrospinning
nanofiber mat

silk nanofiber
film

yes negative no ∼118.4 ∼1.8 ∼1087.6 not given 36

PVDF-TrFE/
MXene
nanofibers

electrospinning
nanofiber mat

nylon-11
nanofibrous

yes negative no ∼270 ∼14 ∼4020 ∼533.33 38

PVDF/MXene
nanofiber

electrospinning
nanofiber mat

nylon 6/6 yes negative no ∼724 V ∼40.9 ∼11 200 ∼455 37

MXene/CNFs aerogels PVDF yes positive no ∼115.3 ∼0.25 ∼402.9 not given 45
alternated
layered
MXene films

VAF films nylon yes negative no ∼34.63 ∼8.65 ∼100 ∼130 44

MXene/CNFs spin-coating film PTFE yes positive yes ∼24.9 ∼1.8 ∼1.2 ∼49 43
MXene spraying-coating PTFE yes 0 0 0 0 34
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stration of the application as a wearable active sensor for
gesture recognition using an 80 wt % MXene/CNF−
PTFE-based TENG (PDF)
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